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For over 40 years, Corporate Concepts International has been an industry leader in commercial VIP 
aircraft search and acquisition services. CCI provides aircraft buyers with the most comprehensive 
turnkey commercial VIP aircraft acquisition and sales services. Clients worldwide will significantly 
benefit from our expanded aircraft acquisition expertise and experience. The resources and proven 
acquisition experience, our team's diverse aviation skills, technical knowledge and industry network 
are immediately available to advise and serve you.  Our services save our clients significant time and 
money. Equally important is the fact the professional advice to our clients helps the client avoid the 
many pitfalls and mistakes that can accompany an executive commercial aircraft acquisition. 

 
The acquisition of a commercial executive jet can be complex. Most of the time, first-time buyers are 
not experienced or familiar with all the requirements for a successful acquisition.  A buyer can take 
advantage of our guidance and advice for a total turnkey and successful project.  Our advisory 
services are comprehensive and tailored to your specific needs to successfully accomplish your 
aviation objectives. Our proven team can handle these responsibilities and guide you in finding the 
right solution and to successfully start you to enjoy the ownership of your new aircraft.  

 
 

We invite you to give us a call to discuss your commercial executive aircraft acquisition goals, to 
answer any questions and discuss how our expansive services can benefit you. We have a well-
established reputation for performance and integrity and our services are guaranteed. We can 
provide you with the highest references from previous clients or you can hear and read testimonials 
from clients we have served at www.flycci.com or contact Dennis Blackburn, at +1.832.647.7581. 
Your call will be confidential and promptly handled to get you started toward a successful, totally 
turnkey aircraft acquisition. 
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